
For this week’s “HOT” theme I’m honing in on wines that come from volcanos. Bringing up 
the concept of terroir—a fancy French wine term to describe a wine’s “sense of place”—is 
one of the easiest ways to set off people’s “bologna” detectors. But if any terroir is going to 
be interesting, it’s the mineral-rich volcanic soil, warm windy climates,  and old root stocks of 
volcanic vines. Here are 3 different island wines.

Fattorie Romeo del Castello, Etna Rosato Vigorosa   “Rosé”
(Nerello Mascalese) Sicily Italy ‘18  $45
Proprietors Rosanna Romeo and her daughter Chiara Vigo take Etna’s 
historic Fattorie Romeodel Castello to a higher level.The 14 hectare estate is 
surrounded by a 20 foot wall of petrified lava formed from an eruption in1981. 
The stream that forms the wall was headed directly towards thevineyards 
and house, but miraculously took an abrupt right turn before extinguishing 
itself into the Alcantara river. Though 15 hectares of land were scorched, 
luckily their 100 year old vineyard of Nerello Mascalese was spared. And to 
top it off, the wall of lava has modified the vines’ exposure to wind, creating 
a unique micro-climate! All of the vines are trained in albarello (goblet), the 
traditional cultivation method of the region. The grapes are hand-harvested, 
fermented in open wood vatsfor Vigo. The sunny palate doles out red cherry, 
juicy strawberry, and star anise alongside brilliant acidity that gives it a crisp 
finish.
Domaine Sigalas, Santorini  “White”
(Assyrtiko) Aegean Islands, Greece ‘18  $70
Sigalas has been a pioneer in the organic viticulture and has participated 
in a government organic farming methods program since 1994. The porous 
volcanic soil of Santorini allows the earth to retain water, giving the vineyards 
the ability to stay nourished during the high summer temperatures. During 
the hot Greek summer, rains are extremely rare and the only source of 
water for the vineyards is the nocturnal fogs. The winds saturate the island 
throughout the year. The only way for the grapes to survive from the direct 
exposure of sun and strong winds is to be protected inside low-basket-
shaped vines, the “ampelies”, as they are called locally forming a unique 
pruning system. Straw blonde color with light shades of green, with a subtle 
nose of yellow citrus fruit. Excellent structure with a depth of flavor and high 
acidity. Upfront citrus notes add freshness, with a lasting after-taste.
Dolores Cabrera Fernández, Valle de la Orotava La Araucaria Tinto 
“Red” (Listan Negro) Canary Islands, Spain ‘17 $40
Dolores Cabrera Fernández - a woman making wines so truly distinctive 
that we can imagine the mythical gods resting in their Elysian afterlife, 
sipping on Listán Negro. Her passion and soul rests in her old vineyards. La 
Araucaria tinto is made from centuries-old Listan Negro vines planted on 
Mount Teide’s slopes in the unique cordón trenzado (“braided cord”) method 
and is surrounded by little rock walls to protect them. The grapes are hand-
harvested and 100% destemmed, with primary fermentation in steel tank and 
aging in old Burgundy barrels for 10 months. An unfined, unfiltered journey 
into a blackberry paradise.
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